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Abstra t. This paper des ribes e onomi aspe ts of gnunet, a peer-topeer framework for anonymous distributed le-sharing. gnunet is ompletely de entralized, all nodes are equal peers. In parti ular, there are no
trusted entities in the network. This paper des ribes an e onomi model
to perform resour e allo ation and defend against mali ious parti ipants
in this situation.
A ountability is generally onsidered hard for peer-to-peer networks
that la k trusted entities [10, 9℄. Our approa h does not use redentials
or payments but is based on trust. The design is lose to game theory [5℄
with peers taking the role of players. Nodes must ooperate to a hieve
ommon goals. In su h a s enario, it is important to distinguish friendly
from mali ious nodes, even if the separation may not always be lear.
gnunet aims to provide anonymity for its users. The design makes it hard
to link an a tion to the node where it originated from. While anonymity
requirements make a global view of the end-points of a transa tion infeasible, the lo al peer-to-peer transa tions an be fully authenti ated.
Our e onomi model is thus based entirely on this lo al view of the network and takes only lo al de isions. Still, it is able to perform resour e
allo ation and to defend against mali ious parti ipants that atta k the
network by using too many resour es, making the network resistant to
atta ks.

1 Introdu tion
In this work we present a new approa h toward resour e allo ation in an anonymous, de entralized peer-to-peer network. Resour e allo ation in distributed networks with untrusted hosts is a signi ant problem for peer-to-peer networks
sin e it is diÆ ult to establish whi h nodes are worth spending resour es on. If
sender and re eiver are anonymous and therefore not known to intermediaries,
it be omes even harder to bound the impa t of mali ious nodes.
We propose the abandonment of traditional monetary e onomi models in
favor of a trust-based e onomy. An unrestri ted global monetary e onomy has
been riti ized sin e it was rst proposed by Smith [16℄ in the late 18th entury.
Monetary investments depend on a trusted entral authority that guarantees the
ex hange value of money. Monetary s hemes do not work for anonymous peerto-peer networks. A trusted entral authority violates the fundamantal prin iple
that all peers are equal. Furthermore, in anonymous networks the endpoints of
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a transa tion must stay hidden. The e onomi model must be able to handle
intermediaries that only have a limited, lo al view of their part of the ommuni ation.
In this paper we des ribe a trust-based e onomy. While the value of trust
annot be guaranteed, we show that the model ensures that it is in the best
interest of all parti ipants to uphold and honor its worth. The model guarantees
that no node an gain anything by disobeying the proto ol or the rules of the
e onomy.
We have implemented our e onomi model in gnunet, an anonymous distributed le-sharing network. gnunet has the interesting property that all transfers are very small and uniformly sized. gnunet is also tolerant to pa ket loss;
the resour e allo ation ode an just de ide to drop requests if the lo al node
gets too busy. The ne-grained and load-balan ing nature of gnunet also allows
for the allo ation ode to make smooth transitions.
The model we des ribe is mu h simpler than s hemes for digital ash. Link-tolink authenti ation is the only ryptographi operation needed by the e onomi
model. Stepping ba k from monetary s hemes to this simpler trust model allows
us to ful ll the requirements of a pure peer-to-peer network.
In this paper, we fo us on gnunet's e onomi model. We assume that the
gnunet framework provides authenti ated ommuni ations and is able to assoiate identities with nodes. Every host an reate a new identity at any time,
but it is impossible for a node to forge the identity of another node. Furthermore, we assume that there are two kinds of intera tions of on ern: requests
and replies. All requests and all replies are of identi al size; thus, we an assume
all replies require an identi al amount of work. Other intera tions, su h as the
propagation of routing information, are assumed to be irrelevant for a ounting
purposes sin e the payload should dominate the load in any reasonable network.
All ollaborative distributed systems are exposed to the Internet and thus
subje t to atta ks and abuse [1℄. Most urrently, used systems do not monitor host behavior. This allows nodes to use the distributed network without
ontributing ba k to it. Thus, these networks be ome sus eptible to denial-ofservi e atta ks. While this problem does not stop these networks from attra ting
millions of users, it does degrade performan e. It also dis ourages ommer ial
use of these systems, as there is no in entive to invest.
The main requirement for the gnunet e onomy is to prevent the abuse of
the network. The e onomi system is supposed to dete t nodes that use the
network without ontribution and limit their impa t while giving preferen e to
nodes that do ontribute. While trust in the gnunet e onomy may potentially
be mapped ba k to real-world urren ies, the primary purpose is geared more
towards resour e allo ation than a tual payment.
gnunet is designed as an anonymous network. While ea h node has an identity, the e onomi model must not require knowledge about the end-to-end identities of a transa tion. Ea h transfer in gnunet may involve a large number of
peer-to-peer intermediaries. In order to guarantee anonymity, no intermediary
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may have any knowledge about the ultimate sender or re eiver of a transa tion
[3℄.
Thus, the e onomi model must be based entirely on the link-to-link transa tions that o ur as a part of the a tual end-to-end transfer. All e onomi
de isions must be based on this lo al view of the world. While intermediaries
may not know the identities of the a tual entities that initiated the transa tion,
they must be prote ted by the e onomy against abuse by any onstellation of
adversaries.
In gnunet it must be possible for nodes to join or leave the network at any
time. Furthermore, new nodes annot be expe ted to perform any kind of key
ex hange, authenti ation or registration with a entral authority. Joining gnunet
should only require the establishment of a link-to-link en rypted onne tion with
an arbitrary node on the network.
No node in the network should ever be trusted. In parti ular, there annot be any kind of \bank" or other form of redit authority. For the e onomi
model, nodes an only trust their own re ords. These restri tions are ne essary,
as gnunet is an open system where anyone an join no one is supposed to trust
any kind of entral authority. As far as we know, this restri tion makes it impossible to use any of the known forms of digital ash.
The design of the Internet does not allow any proto ol to guarantee that mali ious hosts will not bombard a host with traÆ . This is usually not a problem,
however, as an atta k of this kind requires the adversary to have more bandwidth
than the vi tim an sustain.
Some distributed networks annot ope with simple ooding be ause the network allows the adversary to ause signi antly more traÆ than the adversary
ould generate on its own. This is possible whenever some node in a network
forwards a query. Sending a request from a mali ious node to even one more
node is already suÆ ient to double the amount of traÆ on the network; if ea h
node forwards a given request to n other nodes until the tree formed by the propagation of transa tions rea hes some depth d (a typi al behavior for gnutella),
an adversary an use this to multiply the e e t of his atta k by a fa tor of nd ,
even if no replies are sent.
Thus, one of the main goals of gnunet's e onomi model is to make it impossible for adversaries to use the multiplier e e t (whi h is inherent in the sear h
pro ess) to atta k the network.

2 Related Work
Anonymity have been part of the resear h on digital ash sin e the very beginning. The problem with all exisiting digital ash systems is that they require
the existan e of a bank, whi h is a trusted authority that has a se ret key that
is used to reate ash [6, 14℄. The requirements of an anonymous peer-to-peer
system make all of these s hemes impossible to use in our setting.
Many designs on erned with anonymity have either no provisions for a ountability [7, 13, 15℄ or use ridi ulous stop-gap measures like the 100k per le
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limit (but no limit on the number of les) as in [17℄. Our s heme for anonymity
is des ribed and ompared to these designs in [3℄.
The best-known example for a system that uses a variant of the digital ash
systems to prote t a peer-to-peer network is probably Mojo Nation [12℄. Mojo
Nation is a distributed le sharing system in whi h hosts need to provide bandwidth and drive spa e to earn Mojo. Mojo an then be used to request servi es
from other hosts. This redit system prote ts the network against freeloaders,
nodes that use the network but do not ontribute to it. While some of the design
goals are similar to gnunet's, Mojo Nation relies on a entral authority to govern
the use of Mojo.
The only other system with design goals that are similar to gnunet (anonymity,
a ounting and de entralization) is Free Haven [8℄. Free Haven is a ensorshipresistant storage that uses a \buddy system" to dete t if servers fail to keep their
promise to store a ertain do ument. While the buddy system an fail if hosts
onspire, this system harges for storage, whereas gnunet harges for requests.
In our opinion, it is mu h better to reward hosts that make ontent available
than to make them pay. In [10℄ the authors of Free Haven dis uss various payment s hemes, but they fail to produ e \any lear solution for an environment
in whi h we want to maintain strong anonymity".
An interesting solution for ertain atta ks that involve an adversary sending
large numbers of requests is Hash Cash [2℄. In this design, a host that wants to
initiate a transa tion (e.g. send E-mail) must perform an expensive omputation
for the re eiver in order to have the request pro essed. The original goal of
Hash Cash was to ght spam. The approa h has problems with transitivity and
appli ations whi h reate legitimate large amounts of traÆ (e.g. mailinglists).
The high omputational demands of this approa h are another potential issue,
parti ularly sin e these demands must be kept high with respe t to the urrent
te hnology in order to keep the Hash Cash meaningful.

3 Trust E onomy
The e onomi model in gnunet departs from the traditional s hemes involving
money. In the apitalisti world, ea h entity owns ertain assets. These assets
an be onverted, ex hanged or donated, but they are always under the ontrol
of the entity that owns them. Any on ept that involves money requires that
money always belongs to one entity, an be transferred between entities and
annot be reated by anyone ex ept for a trusted authority.
While this works to some extend in the apitalisti world, the on ept of
money annot be applied to an anonymous, distributed network without any
authorities. The main problem is that without trusted authorities, money annot
be reated. The problems of a monetary e onomy date ba k to the mer antile
system and were analyzed and brought to wide attention by Engels [11℄.
The automated ex hange of digital ash in a peer-to-peer network also su ers
from the problem that the re eiver or the sender of money might be mali ious
and not deliver (or at least not deliver what was negotiated). This problem
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arises be ause the remote operation of ex hanging money for any other good is
not atomi .
For these reasons, gnunet does not use money. While some of the properties
of money would be desirable for gnunet, we will see that most are not required
to meet the goal of allo ating resour es for entities that have ontributed to the
network and limiting the impa t of atta kers.

Trust
gnunet's e onomy is based on trust. In this respe t, gnunet is very similar to
human relationships { or players in a game with rules that make it non-obvious
whi h players have ompatible goals. A node in gnunet trusts ertain other
nodes. The level of trust is measured as a non-negative integer. Ea h node keeps
tra k of how mu h it trusts ea h of the other nodes it has had onta t with in
the network.
The rst thing to noti e with this setup is that no node owns trust. The
amount of trust a node has earned is stored at the other nodes. The ultural
di eren e in omparison to the money-based e onomy is even greater as this
implies that the other nodes are in ontrol of the trust that a node has earned,
not the node itself.
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Trust is not symmetri and nodes that have never ommuni ated have no
opinion about one another. We prefer the word trust over reputation be ause
reputations are usually transitive. Trust does not have this property. If node A
trusts node B this does not imply that if node E trusts node A, E will also
trust B . Trust is also di erent from faith in that it is based on a tual, on rete
experien es. Note that this does not ex lude the possibility of nodes gambling,
that is making a hoi e without lear eviden e that the hoi e is going to be
orre t. Gambling an still be a reasonable strategy if the available information
based on trust is insuÆ ient to make a de ision.

3.1 Building Trust
In gnunet, ea h node evaluates the behavior of the other nodes that it ommu-

ni ates with and forms its own opinion. Nodes form their opinions about other
nodes based upon the two basi proto ol primitives that exist in gnunet: queries,
and replies.
A query is onsidered network usage, and nodes that send huge amounts of
queries will lose trust. A reply is onsidered to be a ontribution to the network.
Nodes that send replies earn trust.
Ea h query in gnunet omes with a priority. This priority de nes the amount
of trust that the sender node S is willing to risk for this query. The re eiver R
of the query an redu e the amount of trust that R had in S by that amount.
If the re eiver an answer the query, the sender S of the query will in rease its
trust in the re eiver R by the priority of the query.
Thus, if S sends a query with priority 10 and re eives an answer from R, the
trust that S has in R will be in reased by 10 whereas the trust that R has in
S will be de reased by 10. The total di eren e in trust between the two nodes
would thus be 20.
New nodes that join the network start as untrusted. The reason for this is
that the reation of a new identity only requires the reation of a new publi
key pair. If a host S sends a query with a priority that is higher than amount of
trust t that the re eiver R has in S , the priority is automati ally bounded by t.
This ensures that no host ever has anything to gain by reating a new identity.

3.2 Resour e Allo ation and Ex ess
Our main motivation for the introdu tion of an e onomi model is resour e
allo ation. If a gnunet node is too busy to pro ess all requests, it must de ide
whi h requests to drop. A request with a lower priority is going to be less valuable
for the node, thus a busy node will drop the requests with the lowest priority
rst.
This s heme has the desirable property that nodes that ontributed to the
network will re eive better servi e than nodes that did not ontribute. Furthermore, lient appli ations will try to keep priorities as low as possible in order to
avoid being harged unne essarily. This makes it possible for gnunet to allo ate
resour es to the important requests.
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The s heme des ribed so far su ers from the intrinsi problem of infusing
the network with trust. In order to solve this problem, we make use of a fundamental property that omputers have had for some time: ex ess resour es. Most
of the time, omputers and networks have ex ess resour es, meaning that their
apa ity is not fully used. In this situation, resour e allo ation is trivial sin e all
requests an be ful lled. A node that uses the network at a time when there is an
abundan e of resour es available annot redu e the performan e of the network.
It does not matter whether or not the node ontributes ba k to the network. As
long as the network has ex ess resour es, freeloading is harmless.
gnunet nodes dete t the urrent load at the lo al node and stop harging for
servi e if the load is under a ertain threshold. At this point, requests to that
node will be answered without the node redu ing the trust it has in the sender.
However, the e onomi model is not entirely disabled. If a node re eives replies,
it still redits the sender for the reply. In this manner, this pro ess infuses the
network with trust.
It is essential in order for the e onomi model to work that it be possible to
in rease the trust of well-behaved nodes without de reasing the trust of other
nodes by the same amount (i.e., no zero-sum in the trust e onomy). Otherwise,
no node would ever trust any other node be ause no one has trust to start with.

3.3 Knowledge
An important question in this e onomi model arises from the previously mentioned fa t that the trust that a node A has earned is stored on other nodes. For
the sake for the argument, we assume the trust is stored at node B . The potential
problem here is that node B ould de rease its trust in A arbitrarily. Similarly,
B ould de ide not to honor the trust it has in A and give its preferen e to a
request from the new node C instead.
Resolving this dilemma requires a fundamental realization: in any peer-topeer system, a node an never be guaranteed that a servi e that it has provided
in the past will pay o in the future. The reason is that there simply are no
guarantees. For example, the reditor ould always just disappear. While universal redit s hemes may allow the node to ash in elsewhere, these s hemes
an still need to answer the question of who pays for the node that joins, uses
the network without ontribution and then disappears. In an open network that
allows this kind of harmless freeloading, there is always the han e that a node
does not get paid for providing resour es.
Thus, A an never be sure that the trust it has earned will buy it anything
in the future (again, trust is not money). This still does not quite answer the
question of why B would not redu e its trust in A. The real reason that keeps
B from tampering with A's re ord is self-interest.
It is in B 's best interest to have knowledge about A. Knowledge about A's
performan e in the past helps B to make good de isions. If B were to lose that
knowledge, B 's de isions would be less informed and thus potentially harmful for
B . Note that it does not matter if B forgets, ignores or disregards its knowledge
about A. All that matters is what B bases its de ision on. What kind of de isions
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does B have to make? The only important de ision that B makes that depends
upon its trust in A is whether it should drop a request from A or a request from
C if B is so busy that it an only answer one of them.
Suppose A is a good host and has answered thousands of B 's queries in the
past, and B de ides to purge its trust in A. Then, a new node1 M starts to
ood B with requests. B does its best to answer the queries from M , but an't
really answer all of them. At this point, A de ides to send an important query to
B . B has no proper re ords of A's past, thus B annot de ide if it should keep
answering queries from M or if it should answer A's query. B might drop A's
query, missing a great opportunity to in rease its own standing with A. When
B later asks A about something, A may now have de ided that B is a mali ious
node and prefer answering requests from C .
Obviously, if B arbitrarily in reases its trust in another node, this will also
have a bad impa t on B 's performan e as B may in rease its trust into an
atta ker and give preferen e to a node that is very unlikely to ever be bene ial
for B .
Thus, if B is mali ious (or better, stupid) and arbitrarily hanges its trust
in A, it will also have a bad e e t on the performan e of B . This is again very
similar to human relationships in whi h knowing who is trustworthy is bene ial
for both sides. The major di eren e is that it is mu h harder for humans to obtain
a new identity and thus \negative" trust is also useful in human relationships.

3.4 Transitivity
A fundamental requirement for an e onomi model is transitivity. Without transitivity, the problem would be mu h easier but ould not provide any anonymity.
The problem with transitivity is that a group of ollaborating mali ious hosts
must not be able to tri k a set of intermediaries into providing resour es for free.
Suppose the nodes have a onstellation as shown in gure 2.
In this situation, node B re eives a query from node A with priority 10.
Suppose B de ides to forward this query to C and D. Intuitively, B would
redu e its trust in A by 10 and forward the query with priority 5 to C and D.
The problem with this approa h is, that if A, C and D onspire against B , they
ould now have C send a query with priority 10 to B (whi h may get forwarded
to A and D), and then have D send a query with priority 10 whi h is forwarded
to A and C . If ea h of the hosts A, C and D answers ea h of the queries, B
will have the same trust in A, C and D than it had before A's initial request
after this third round. Thus, A, C and D have used B 's resour es but not really
ontributed anything ba k.
While this behavior is a eptable as long as B is idle, B must be able to
defend against this kind of s heme if A, C and D use this s heme to deplete B 's
1

Note that for the model it does never matter if a tions are arried out by a single
node or a large group of nodes. For the e onomy, there is no di eren e between one
large node with huge bandwidth and many smaller nodes that have the same total
bandwidth.
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Transitivity in the gnunet e onomy.

resour es. Our solution to this problem is to have B harge for its servi e by
making the sum of the priorities of the forwarded queries lower (and not equal)
to the priority of the query that was re eived. In this way, the trust that B has
in A, C and D would degrade over time given the s enario above.

3.5 Under Atta k!
gnunet's e onomi model was laun hed with the goal of fending o atta ks

by mali ious hosts that abuse the network, ood it with queries, or just make
ex essive use of it without ontributing in return. We now evaluate to what
extent gnunet's trust-e onomy an live up to this expe tation.
Suppose the atta ker A has a bandwidth of bytes available for the atta k.
In the internet, nothing an prevent A from throwing the entire bytes at a
network like gnunet. Thus, if gnunet's e onomy works optimally, the damage
will be bounded by the pro essing of bytes.
Furthermore, suppose the atta ker A uses t bytes (where t  0) to earn trust
in gnunet at some point, redu ing the apa ity available for the atta k to
t.
Finally, suppose that gnunet has  bytes ex ess apa ity in the network. In other
words,  bytes are available to build trust. This means that as long as A's impa t
is smaller than , the network's performan e would not be a e ted at all.
The s oring system for trust des ribed above bounds the amount of damage
d that A's atta k an ause as follows:
d

t+(

t) + 

= +

(1)

Thus the damage that A an do to the network is the apa ity that A has on
its own plus the ex ess bandwidth  on the network. Sin e epsilon is by de nition
the amount of traÆ that does not degrade gnunet's performan e, the e e tive
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damage an atta ker an do is bounded by the network apa ity available to
the atta ker. The e onomi model performs within  of the optimum sin e no
model an prevent A from sending bytes of noise to the network.

4 Dis ussion
The e onomi model des ribed so far is not able to solve all the resour e alloation problems in gnunet. In this se tion, we dis uss potential problems and
des ribe some open issues with our urrent model.

4.1 Impli ations for Anonymity
The trust s heme has only minimal impli ations for anonymity. Sin e the knowledge required by the s heme is purely lo al, the only trust-related information
that is added to the peer-to-peer proto ol is how mu h trust the sender node is
o ering for an answer. There are two ases in whi h an adversary an use that
number to break anonymity.
In the rst ase, a node that o ers an extraordinary amount of trust, the
adversary might be able to tell that the node is the originator of the request
sin e it might be unlikely that the node trusts anybody else enough to indire t a
request with a priority this high. An implementation an thward this atta k by
limiting the trust o ers to values ommonly en ountered. This should be done
anyway sin e unreasonably high o ers do not make any sense in the e onomi
pi ture either. Why would a node want to o er signi antly more for an item
than what it is worth?
The se ond ase is more subtle. If a node uses the importan e of the requests
to de ide whether to pro ess it at all, but does not apply this test to its own
requests, the requests originating from the node may have a distin tively low
priority ompared to indire ted requests. The solution is obvious, the node must
apply the same rules (with respe t to ltering low priority requests under load)
to its own requests.
We on lude that a orre t implementation of the trust based e onomy does
not have any impa t on the anonymity properties of the system sin e trust
is purely lo al knowledge, does not leak dis riminating information into the
proto ol and thus does not make it easier for an adversary to break anonymity.

The Zero Priority Problem
If ontent is migrated between nodes in gnunet, nodes try to apture, store and
serve ontent that is as valuable as possible. The most signi ant indi ator for
valuable ontent is a mat hing query with a high priority (from a host that had
an adequate trust-level). The problem here is that if a node is idle, it will not
harge for queries. In order not to be harged for the indire tion itself, it will
redu e the priority to zero when forwarding (the node annot tell if the node
that it forwards the query to is also idle).
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The re eiver of this zero-priority query now has two problems. First, the
re eiver node annot earn any trust when answering that query. We assume that
this is not an issue be ause if the node is also idle, it does not matter to the
node if it answers the query or not. The situation in whi h one node is idle
and another is very busy is unlikely if the network exhibits reasonable loadbalan ing hara teristi s. Furthermore, it is generally desireable to have nodes
dire tly onne ted to many other nodes. In that ase, there is a high han e that
when an unsu essful query is repeated, it will not take the same path with rst
an idle and then a busy node next time.
Content migration with zero-priority queries is another problem. As the priority of the query serves as an indi ator for the value of the ontent, only nodes
that have ex ess spa e will opy zero-priority ontent that oats by. All other
nodes will de ide that the ontent that they are storing has a higher priority and
will merely indire t the reply without repli ating the ontent. We urrently do
not have a good solution to this problem be ause we have to prevent a mali ious
node from using zero-priority queries whi h request useless data to manipulate
the network into dis arding more valuable data.
A trivial solution to the zero priority problem would be to harge a little bit
for forwarding even when idle. The problem with this solution is that it then
be omes harder for the system to infuse the network with trust.

Reply Veri ation
Forwarding queries and replies for other anonymous parti ipants poses another
problem. Suppose B forwards a query that was issued by A to C . B is generally
not supposed to learn anything about either the query or the answer (see also
the portions on deniability in [3℄).
However, the e onomi model requires B to ensure that the reply from C is
a valid answer to the query. Otherwise, C would be able to pro t by replying
to a query with extraneous data in order to earn redit. If B an not verify the
validity of the reply, C ould answer all queries with garbage and earn redibility
while disrupting the system. Sin e only the initiator is supposed to be able to
de rypt the reply, this situation would be very hard to handle with the s heme
des ribed so far.
In [4℄ we des ribe a s heme in whi h an intermediary is able to verify that
a reply mat hes a query without being able to de rypt the reply. The s heme
requires the responder to either have the ontent (or invert a one-way-fun tion)
in order to be able to prove that the responder a tually knows the answer to the
query. This makes it impossible for a mali ious node to send ba k invalid data
as an answer to arbitrary queries.

Beyond Query-Reply
The urrent model is geared towards the simple query-reply servi e that is used
for the le-sharing appli ation of gnunet. For other appli ations, like E-mail,
other types of requests will be required. Some of these appli ations may have
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very di erent requirements for the e onomi model (e.g. the sender of the E-mail
should probably be harged, and not the re eiver).
We urrently believe that the trust-e onomy an be extended toward this type
of system if we an ensure that the fundamental rule of ontribution in reasing
the odds of better servi e is preserved. Still, introdu ing a system like mail with
mu h stronger reliability requirements is going to be an interesting hallenge for
the future.

5 Future Work
User feedba k is the only real way to determine with any degree of ertainty
that ontent is a tually valuable. This feedba k is very hard to implement in an
anonymous network, parti ularly be ause mali ious hosts ould lie. In the future
we plan to propagate a user's evaluation of ontent ba k along the path the data
originated from. Of ourse, ba k-propagation should be de ided based upon the
available bandwidth, the ranking of the nodes involved, and the evaluation of the
pseudonym of the user. Sin e it is possible that the user who ranked the ontent
is mali ious, only ontent rankings from trusted nodes should be onsidered.
Feedba k is a parti ulary tri ky problem for the e onomi model as it an be
either a valuable ontribution or a mali ous de eption. Thus, it is un lear how
to a ount for feedba k.
Another possibility is to have users sign ontent that they insert into the
network using pseudonyms and to use rankings for these pseudonyms to evaluate
ontent rather than node-rankings. The primary problem with pseudonyms is
that they may open the network to interse tion atta ks against anonymity (whi h
nodes were online when ontent under this pseudonym was made available).

6 Con lusion
We have presented an a ounting system that allows a ountability without
a entral server in an anonymous network based on trust. The e onomi model
prevents any host from harming the performan e of the network by for ing hosts
to ontribute rst. The ex ess apa ity of the network is used to infuse trust into
the system. Sin e trust is a purely lo al property with addition and subtra tion
as the only operations, the performan e overhead is minimal.
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